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Kilroy Harris Gives
Illustrated Lecture
"Our Australian Cousins"
Chosen as Subject
The entire school was most agreeably treated to a very educational
and intensely interesting illustrated
lecture by Captain Kilroy Harris,
author, lecturer, soldier, and Australian Bushman.
Captain Harris, speaking of Australia as "The land of magnificent
distances sparsely populated," took
his audience off the beaten track
into the wilds of the continent. It
is of those things that are not noticed by the usual visitor of Australia that were revealed by Captain Harris to his audience.
Such things as artesian wells, in
the heart of the bush country,
spouting out millions of gallons of
boiling hot water from depths of
several thousands of feet below
the surface of the earth; a railroad
that runs for over 350 miles in a
straight line over a surface as
level as a floor; black men living
in an extremely primitive state
who can not be civilized and who
lacerate their bodies with sharp
stones in an attempt to ornament
their bodies, — these are some of
the more unusual and interesting
things depicted and spoken of by
Captain Harris in the course of his
lecture.
Among the distinctive animals
described by the speaker were: the
koala, the original teddy bear which
cries like a child; the kookooburra,
peculiar bird known as the "Laughing Jackass" because when it kills
snakes by dropping them repeatedly from a height it celebrates its
victory by loud guffaws; the iguana,
tree climbing lizard; the plasypus,
cross between a bird, fish, and animal; and the kangaroo, which runs
when its jumps and stands when
it sits down.
Captain Harris, who is the originator of the famous "Radio Travel
Talks, speaks very distinctly with
a well-modulated voice which adds
immensely to the charm and interest of his lectures.
During the World War, Captain
Harris distinguished himself in the
service of Great Britain. He was
wounded four times during the
World War. He was decorated on
four separate occasions for gallantry in action, being awarded the
Distinguished Service Order and
Military Cross with Two Bars.
He also received the Bronze Oak
Leaf for "mention in dispatches"
and the Victory Medal and British
General Service Medal. Captain
Harris spent six months in the
United States in 1915 on confidential work for the British War Office;
and also, in 1918, six months as an
official War Lecturer for the British and United States Governments.

MR. HENRY OFFERS
TYPEWRITING COURSE
Mr. Henry, a member of the
Winona High School faculty has
equipped room number 2 on the
ground floor for special typewriting
work during the summer. There
are six classes with an enrollment
of three students to a class. The
work must be taken two periods
each day. This course is extracurricular and is taken without
credit. The ability to operate a
typewriter is very valuable to
teachers. We are glad to have this
opportunity . brought to our institution and we welcome Mr. Henry
as a member of the faculty.

TEACHERS COLLEGE BOARD
HOLD ANNUAL MEETING
The Annual Meeting of the State
Teachers College Board was held
at Winona, in the Conference Room
of College Hall, on Friday, June
15. The annual reports of the six
presidents showed a total of 7798
students and pupils in all departments for the year. The adult students alone numbered 5305. Of
this number 1216 were awarded
diplomas or degrees. The degrees
numbered 27 as follows: Winona
12, Mankato 0, St. Cloud 2, Moorhead 10, Duluth 2, Bemidji 1.
Varibus matters of improvement
in procedure, otganization, curriculum and equipment were discussed and acted upon by the
Board. A proposed bill for centering all certification in the State
Department of Education was thoroughly reviewed. At present the
diplomas of the College of Education at the University and those of
the teachers colleges are by law
certificates or licenses to teach. It
is proposed to transfer this administrative function to the one agency
whose duty it is to coordinate all
licenses for teaching service. If
this bill passes it will not affect the
practical working of the diploma
of the teachers college, but it will
be necessary for the college to arrange to have sent from the State
Department for each graduate a
first class certificate good for two
years. That is, the diploma which
is now by law a certificate would
itself no longer have this value.
More important, however, is the
proposal that the first endorsement
of the diploma-certificate at the end
of two years shall be not for life
as at present, but for five years
only. Then after a successful teaching period of at least five years out
of the seven the second endorsement would be for life. This act
would of course not be retroactive
but it would probably become effective for all who graduate after its
passage.

SUMMER SESSION
RATES HIGH
Those who know the record of
Winona summer sessions in the
recent past declare that the current
term rates high, probably the best
to date. The spirit of the work is
admirable, each class entered upon
its program as if with a determination to specialize in the subject.
The general maturity of the school
is noticeable. The number enrolled is 386, an increase of 82 over
last year and of 128 over the preceding year. Candidates for graduation number 51.
We have reports from Mankato
where the attendance is the same
as last year, 450; from St. Cloud
where 720 are enrolled compared
with 658 for 1927; from Duluth
where there are 486 against 514
for 1927 and 521 for 1926. Figures
have not yet come from the other
two colleges.
The list of events, printed elsewhere, is attractive and promises
unusual privileges for pleasure or
instruction and at this date it appears that the old Bear Creek railway excursion is to be revived in
an all college railway trip to Stockton Park under the auspices of the
Country Life Club. This would
replace the usual Mississippi river
excursion for which no steamer
was this year available.
The Mendelssohn Club, consisting of nine members, has organized
for the summer. They will not have
a director, but several of the former
members will act as advisors.
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COMING EVENTS

ANNUAL N.E.A. CONVENTION
HELD IN MINNEAPOLIS

The closing of the college for
five days enabled all members who
July 9—Dr. Frederick Vining
could take it the privilege of atFisher, "Ultimate Iltending the annual convention of
lustrated Lecture.
the National Education Association, meeting in our state, with
July 11—All College Picnic—
Miss Cornelia S. Adair as president
Stockton Park.
and with a varied and wonderful
July 13—Henry L. Cine,
program.
"Books Young PeoThe Association has now met
ple" sent by National
in Minnesota five times, in MinAssn. of Book Pubneapolis in 1875, 1902, and 1928,
lishers.
and in St. Paul in 1890 and 1914.
The Winona Teachers College has
July 13-19—Chautauqua. Proloyally supported this body. In
gram.
1876 William F. Phelps, then president
of the college, was made presJuly 16—"Forest to Consumident of this Association with the
er" Moving Picture.
convention in Baltimore. Dr. Erwin Shepard, then president at
July 17—"The Social MesWinona, became the permanent
sage of the Prophets"
secretary of the Association in 1893
Address by Rabbie Edand retained the position for twenty
ward Israel.
years. He resigned as president of
the college in 1898 because of the
July 20—Wenonah Players
increasing pressure of . the duties
Program, 8 P. M.
of the N.E.A.
July 21—Lawn Party, DorThis Association is now the
mitory Grounds.
greatest body of teachers in the
world. It numbers nearly 200,000.
July 23—"Problems of NaIt has become a great research
tionalistic China",Lecagency and spreads educational inture by Mr. No Young
formation throughout all the states.
Park of Baltimore.
Its annual output of printed matter
totals 140,000,000 pages. It owns
July 26—Entertainment for
its
own headquarters offices in
Graduates, Shepard
Washington and employes scores
Hall.
of workers.
Dr. J. W. Crabtree, formerly
July 27—Graduation Exerpresident of the normal schools at
cises Program. ProbPeru, Nebraska, and River Falls,
ably Frederick SouthWisconsin, is the present permawick, well-known New
nent secretary. The president is
York vocalist.
elected each year. Miss Effie MacGregor, principal of the Burroughs
School of Minneapolis, is the di"GET ACQUAINTED" PARTY rector for the state of Minnesota.

PROVES HUGE SUCCESS
Stunts Were Features
of the Evening

Due to the total absence of two
"joy killers" — Dignity and Old
Age — the "get acquainted party"
which was given Saturday night,
June 23, was a huge success. It
was in truth a get acquainted party, for before the evening was over,
every one knew almost everyone else.
In order to chase away all trace
of these two "joy killers" Dignity
and Old Age, which might be lurking around in some form, a few
games were played. After everyone was thoroughly "warmed up",
stunts were put on by the various
departments of the college, all of
which were very good in spite of
the fact that only a short time was
spent in preparation.
The costumes worn by the participants added to the enjoyment of
the stunt given by the Dramatics
Department. Those worn by our
football stars (?) were responsible
for a great deal of merriment also.
We need have no fear as to the
outcome of our next football season.
A sure cure for a rainy day was
well. enacted by members of the
Mendelssohn Club in the song
"Just Let a Smile be Your Umbrella on a Rainy, Rainy Day."
The romantic element was introduced in their two songs "Romona"
and "The World is Waiting for the
Sunrise."
The dormitories were at home
with enlightening acts. Morey Hall
was represented by a high pressure
salesman who demonstrated a new
Orthophone, closely resembling a
clothes wringer but producing in
extraordinarily life-like tones the
great recording artists of the day.
Shepard Hall danced the old time
dances for us — the Virginia reel,

WEEKLY NEWS REEL IS
CHAPEL FEATURE
News reels in chapel every Tuesday are one of the features of the
summer school session at T. C.
These reels put before the eyes of
the students the outstanding men
and women of to-day. They illustrate nearly every line of business
and play of the entire world. One
moment they take the student to
see the King of England or the
Prince of Wales. Next he is attending a golf match somewhere in the
United States. And presently,
presto! he is with some rajah in
India as a guest. Thus the news
of the world is brought to use in
concentrated doses every week.

MISS MAULSBY REPRESENTED PUBLISHING CO.
Miss Addu J. 1VIaulsby, a primary teacher in the Des Moines,
Iowa, city schools, has been at the
college for a few days representing
the F. A. Owen's Publishing Cornpany of Dansville, New York.
She expressed herself as being
very much pleased with the courteous treatment accorded to her
and the enthusiasm of the students.
the hop waltz and all the others
recalling the good old days.
The rural department was represented by two Scandinavian farmers who amused us with their conversation.
The English department had a
double program — Literature contributing the thrilling scene of
Beowulf slaying the dragon; grammar giving us the living parts of
speech and the marriage of parts
of speech.
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Miss Wiswall Repres'ts
Jr. Red Cross Work
Speaks of Aims of the
Organization
"Let youth help shape the world
while the vision splendid is still
before its eyes" said Miss Zilla
Wiswald, National Junior Red
Cross representator, in her chapel
address of June 28.
"The Junior Red Cross," said
Miss Wiswald, "is a voluntary organization composed of six million
children in the United States for
the promotion of international
friendliness among the children of
the world, and for the development
of a spirit of service and the appreciation of the beautiful 'law of
service'."
Among the underlying ideals
mentioned by the speaker were:
Service — at home, in the school,
in the community, to the state,
the nation, and the world, fitness
for service, or health; international
friendship and goodwill, to help
in bringing about the universal
peace so much desired.
Applied citizenship — it develops the altruistic tendencies in
children giving them an understanding of what it means to be an
efficient and serviceable member of
society; and through developing a
broad and humane patriotism; correlation with regular school subjects — it supplements text-book
instruction by providing purposeful activities that give opportunity
for immediate use by the pupil of
information and skill gained in
classroom — these are the educational values mentioned in the talk.
"International correspondence
supplements work in geography,
history, reading, English, and art.
A fine correlation with art, the
making of greeting cards for disabled soldiers and 'shut-ins', making of scrap books and joke books
for ill and crippled persons, the
making of posters to promote civic
enterprises such as health, fire and
accident prevention, and wild flower preservation. The practice of
health habits and inculcation of
health ideals were some of the other
things discussed by Miss Wiswald.
Various lines of art work, done
by the Junior Red Cross, were on
exhibition in one of the rooms of
the college. This exhibit was visited by the art classes and other
members of the school.

PHELPS SCHOOL ENROLLMENT LARGE FOR
SUMMER TERM
The Phelps School has an enrollment of 90 pupils this summer,
which is an unusually large number
for a summer term. Mr. Fishbaugher is supervisor of the sixth,
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades;
Miss Gage, of the third, fourth, and
fifth; and Miss Strohbehn is supervisor of the first and second grades.
The work carried on in the summer
is the same as during the regular
year, and the pupils are taught
music, industrial arts, physical education, and drawing.

Mr. Walter Grimm, instructor
of music here, is teaching harmony
at the Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, during the summer
session there.
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HAVE YOU BEGUN YOUR EDUCATION?
The 'other day a student said to us, "I came back to brush
up. Everything is so different than it was when I got my education."
We noted the past tense. And another student — a younger student
— said a few days earlier, "I finish my education next year. Then I
go to work."
Is education, then, something that is tied up in a series of bundles
which we receive one by one from the time we enter school to the
time a little white roll is handed us? Is it a thing that shifts and changes
so that the "education "of one man goes out of fashion in ten or twenty
years? Surely knowledge of all things grows with the work of the specialists, and old hypothesis are abandoned for new conclusions reached
or for new hypothesis fitting newly discovered facts. Does an occasional "brushing up" insure the value of an education?
John Henry Newman has given this definition of an educated man,
"He is at home in any society, he has common ground with every
class; he is able to converse, he is able to listen; he can ask a question
pertinently and gain a lesson seasonably, when he has nothing to impart himself; he is ever ready, yet never in the way; he is a pleasant
companion, — he knows when to be serious and when to trifle — . He
has the repose of a mind which lives in itself, while it lives in the world,
and which has resources for happiness at home when it cannot go
abroad. He has a gift which serves him in public and supports him
in retirement, without which good fortune is vulgar, and with which
failure and disappointment have a charm."
There is no one, I think, who would deny the desirability of being
such a man or woman and no one would think that one could become
such in the limits of a brief school career. Say rather that an education

begins when one realizes how much he has to learn and ends somewhere
near the ideal when he is no longer capable of learning. The years at
school may be all preparation for the, beginning, or, for those who are
precocious and who come to the beginning while they are still going
to school, classroom work is the merest shadow of what is still to be
mastered and the tools with which to attack it. Only those who can
no longer learn have a right to say, "My education ceased in 1920, or
1930, or 1940." May the rest of us really begin and pursue ours for
many years!

JAMES' WRINKLE ERADICATOR
Was there ever a more earnest, conscientious lot than the teacher
of our schools? Were there ever so many worried foreheads and tense
eyes — so many shoulders bearing the weight of the world — as we
see in our own group? You say, "Was there ever another group that
had so much to be worried and tense about — with from thirty to two
hundred children to be responsible for all day, five sets of papers to
correct, a faculty meeting at four, costumes for the children's play to
be made, a Parent-Teachers meeting tonight — all the work for tomorrow to be planned. I ask you, was there ever a life like it?"
And we grant the point. But we ask in turn, "Is there any reason
why we must do two jobs instead of one — granting that all the above
is included in one job?" For to work in one job — and to worry is
another, just as expensive of nervous energy. It is quite possible, William James tells us, to get rid of the second job and have all the time
and energy that it took left for our real business. Worry — anxiety —
psychological theory of the emotions which is widely accepted today.
The James-Lange theory, our emotions — the conscious processes we
call hate — fear — etc. — are the results of our reactions to a stimulus.
The classic illustration of that is that we do not run because we are
afraid, but we are afraid because we run.
More exactly, the quickened pulse, the organic contractions, the
hurried breathing come first and the emotions follows. You see, then,
what the drawn brows, the anxious eyes, the stiffened backbone do
for us.
More than that — children are suggestible. You know from experience the difference in atmosphere of a room where a worried teacher
presides and where one who is calm, sure, at ease, holds forth. What
you, express emotionally, your children are likely to mirror.
In the words of the delightful and inimitable James, "What our girl
students and woman teachers most need nowadays is not the exacerbation but rather the toning down of their moral tensions. Even now
I fear that some of my fair hearers may be making an undying resolution to become strenuously relaxed — cost what it will — for the remainder of her life. It is needless to say that that is not the way to
do it. The way to do it, paradoxical as it may seem, is genuinely not
to care whether you are doing it or not. Then, possibly, you may all
at once find you are doing it, and having learned what the trick feels
like, you may be enabled to go on."
If ever you feel the need of a good broad smile to help you relax,
read: "The Gospel of Relaxation" in "Talks to Teachers on Psychology"
by William James.

The following paragraphs are
taken from William G. Whitford's
"Brief Historical Sketch":
"Art is one of the youngest subjects of the public school curriculum. It was introduced experimentally into the school system in
1821, but it was not recognized
as a regular subject until 1870.
Because of its newness in the school
program, the subject matter of art
has not become stereotyped or
rigidly fixed as to content. For
this reason it is a much simpler
problem to bring the objectives of
art education into harmony with
modern educafional objectives than
is the case with some of the older
and more familiar subjects.
"Art as a part of the school activities was first advocated by
Benjamin Franklin as early as 1749
in his Proposed hints for an Academy.
"The first attempt to utilize art
in the school program was made in
1821 by William Bentley Fowle.
This experiment, however, met
with little success.
"The most significant beginning
in the use of art as a particular and
special phase of education was
made by Rembrandt Peale of Philadelphia in 1840. William Minifie
similarly introduced the subject of
drawing into the school system of
Baltimore in 1848.
"Both of these efforts were hampered and finally suppressed by
ignorance, favoritism, and politics
on the part of members of the
boards of education. However,
these early attempts to introduce
the new subject into the schools
stimulated other educators and successful experiments were conducted
along this line in many cities of
the eastern part of the United
States.
"During the latter years of the
nineteenth century and during the

beginning of the present century,
art instruction has made great
progress until now it is recognized
as a vital contribution to the modern education program.
"The objectives in art education
have frequently changed during its
brief sojourn in the curriculum.
Emphasis has been placed from
time to time upon the Vocational
objectives, upon Art for Art's Sake,
upon the Commercial Arts, the
Household Arts, the History of
Art, and the Practical Arts. We
have heard of art for industry
culture, pure aesthetics, and art
for every day life. A brief summary
of art education emphasizes the
fact that art instruction in the
past has not been based upon the
needs of the great majority of
pupils in the school system, but
upon the needs of the few. Furthermore, there has been no agreement in regard to these needs. In
recent years we have come to the
realization that the objectives of
art education should be divided
into several groups to adequantely
meet the demands of this subject
in the school and in life outside
the school.
"In all departments of the school
the work is being divided into
general and special types of work.
"The most significant thing in
the history of art education was the
national recognition on the part of
art educators in 1924 of a unified
problem, and the establishment of
a commission in '1925, the Federated Council on Art Education, to
study systematically and scientifically from a national standpoint
the problems of art education.
"There is every reason to believe
that greater progress will be made
in the next few years and that
greater good will come to art education than has been the case during any other period of its history."

THOUGHTS
There are gems upon your roof,
There are gems upon your door;
See their beauty at your window,
See them sparkling on the floor!
Watch them flash upon the surface
Of the old time-honored chair —
They're the sunshine of the morning;
They're the carpet of the stair.
There are gems upon your panel,
There are gems upon your gate;
See them shimmer on the hearthrug,
See them glisten on your grate!
Watch them shining on the casement
In their lavish tints and hues —
They're Man's thought - gems;
these great riches;
Yes, they're his, and his to use.
RUTH LOCKHART

Forgotten as the fire that have
burned their lives away,
Forgotten as the dawn when high
noon is wearing gold,
Forgotten when the murmuring of
pleasure stills the voice
Of remembering and sorrow —
Yes, forgotten, quite forgot.
Forgotten as the tears of disappointment and despair,
Forgotten as the tenderness of old
in newest love,
Forgotten when I cannot see the
beauty that I knew
In remembering —
All is forgotten, yes, forgot.
H. G.
A tender green fern swayed beside
the house wall,
And I loved the frail creature, so
slender and tall,
Beneath the white webbing of bridle-wreath spray,
In rose beds where sunlight in narrow streams lay.
A sensitive blade — smooth, dainty, and fine;
I saw the perfection and curve of
each line,
And I felt in the fringe of each leaf,
in each groove,
The throb that awakened my pity
and love.
H. G.
This is a fading scene;
A little while and it is blurred
By the brighter stamp of ever-present, flitting weird "realities",
Soon to be absorbed
In newer shades, passing
Into change.
This is the living pulse,
The spirit courageous and the vivid
light.
Penetrating the silly falsehood of
reality,
The frail concerns of petty humans
Built upon a tragic trust.
HELEN GETTELMAN.

THOUGHTS FROM MY
• WINDOW
Why give to a crab apple tree that
name?
Why call it that when there's
nothing the same
As the snow laden boughs of that
tree of trees,
As the blossoms of white in the
soft evening breeze,
As the sight of Heaven's own gift
to the world?
Fairies were there when each blossom unfurled,
Helped by the sun and the warm
April showers,
Their duty in life but to deck
dainty bowers.
They fly and they flit, "0 never"
say they,
"Have 'We seen such beauty as in
this May!"
A Student.

THE WINONAN
MEN'S ATHLETICS

ONCE IN A LIFE TIME

ALUMNI NEWS

JES BECAUSE

The schedule of athletics for the
men present at summer school
consists chiefly of such out-door
work as tennis, golf, intra-mural
activities, and such phases of coaching work as football, volleyball,
kittenball, basketball, and baseball.
The men of the college are from
all reports, busy men and thus are
not able to put much time on the
athletic and recreational side of
education. Those men who wish
are participating in such work often. Meyers, Hedlund, Knowlton,
Skaron, Helling, and Frank have
been throwing and cracking the
baseball around the diamonds of
Minnesota, while Rupp, "Marv"
Johnson, Leslie Johnson, Swenson,
Pennock, Kramer, and Pollard; and
Mr. Boots, Mr. Galligan, and Mr.
Jederman of the faculty, have been
struggling through a hard-fought
tennis tournament. The courts are
in fine shape this summer and
everybody has had plenty of opportunity to improve on his game
— if that be necessary.
Mr. Galligan, coach of athletics
and general physical education director of the college, states, that
he has a fine class of twelve boys
and two girls who are taking instruction from him on how to coach
the various sports. The course is
an especially fine one for the men
and women to add to their teaching equipment and the class is a
great favorite, especially with the
men." Coach Galligan also remarked that possibly a kittenball
tourney would be started soon if
all the ball players can be rounded
up at one time.

Bill hated neckties! Ever since
his fifth birthday, when he had
been forced to greet his guests in a
big red tie and white starched collar he had sputtered, cried, kicked
and howled whenever the tie was
mentioned to say nothing of what
happened when he put it on. And
now — at the age of discretion —
and long trousers — he still hated
them. To-night it acted worse than
usual. Why in the world did boys
have neckties anyway? You never
saw girls wearing neckties — that is
real girls — catch them — and they
looked alright — some of them.
He paused in his reflection to give
the tie the vicious jerk. The knot
made a sudden change from tight
to tighter. He chocked, sputtered
and changed from dull red to a
brilliant purple. Pulling and twisting he got it loose, with a disastrous effect on the collar and still
worse on the tie.
"That con — " he stopped, saw
pictured in the mirror a five year
old's face with eyes wide open and
mouth wider. Why did girls have
such a dumb expression on their
faces anyway? He hadn't said
anything! She didn't have any
business in there. He hadn't said
anything. "You get out of here!"
he thundered in righteous indignation. She was always snooping
around. "Wadda think I am? If
you could tie my necktie or be some
g-g-g-!" He waved his arms helplessly; the tie had tightened up
again.
"Why Willie! Williee-e-e-e-e-e
Brown! shrieked that small tormenter. "Such awful words, when
you're getting ready for church
too! Just wait, what'll mother say
Williee-e-e-e-e!"
"You — " gurgled that unfortunate youth. He gave the tie a
finishing pull and looked into the
mirror for approval. The stiff collar had melted at the first alarm.
His hair stood in the four given
directions, and fourteen that are
entirely unknown. His necktie was
in the last stages of any disease.
Bill turned in Wrath toward Helen
— but Helen had fled.

Summer school is almost the
same as home coming, because we
see so many of our former students
back again. It is indeed a reunion.
the halls we see
Wanderin g
old friends meet once again and
rejoice over the meeting. We are
glad to welcome all students back
and we know that they are glad
to be back.
It was whispered to the alumni
reporter that many of the Wenonah
Players are back bringing their
never ending pep with them. These
people have so much pep that the
whole fourteen of them have put
their industrious heads together to
plan a vaudeville show, which will
be given in the near future.

Oh mums, please let me keep him.
He's the very nicest dog.
When I found him, he was sleepin'
Near the tracks out in the fog.
I jes' kinda fell on somethin'
And I wondered what is that
When his tail jes' started thumpin'
Seemed to ask where he was at.
And mums, I kanda picked him up
An' held him close to me.
He was such a lonesome little pup,
An' cold as he could be.
Then mums, I petted him awhile,
An' let him lick my cheek.
Why honest, he jes' seemed to smile
And my heart missed a beat.
Then I kinda thought I'd put him
down
Jes' let him lick my hand.
An' pretty soon come back to
town —
But mums, you understand.
For when I put him down again
His eyes jus' said he knew —
I'd prob'ly leave him there — and
then
I had to take him too.
He's kinda homely, mums, you
know.
He's colored tan and black
But when I put him down to go
I kept a lookin' back
An' something in my throat seemed
hard.
I wondered what it was.
Oh, mums, please let me keep my
pard,
I want him — jes' because.

ABSENT FACULTY MEMBERS ONE THING YOU MUST HAVE
Many of our absent faculty seem
to be enjoying their vacation doing
the same "old thing" — only in
different surroundings. Those who
are pursuing their pedagogical calling are: •
Miss McKinley, at University of
Illinois.
Miss Brunner, at Almosa,Colorado.
Mr. Grimm, at University of Ohio.
Those attending school are:
•• Miss Ellingson, at Fort Collins,
Colorado.
Miss Barnes, at Columbia.
Mr. Selle, at Columbia.
Miss Langrnaid, Miss Southerland, and Miss Talbot are at home.
Mr. Reed is at his summer home in
Ely, Minnesota, and Miss Kavanagh is in Europe.
Sleeping in the open is supposed
to make one beautiful. Take a look
at the average hobo.
Student (speaking without permission).
Teacher — You'd better not talk
this period; you might faint.
Freshie — You must admit I'm
good looking.
Soph. — Yes, even a barn looks
good painted.
The orator paused in his speech
and said, "I pause a moment to
ask myself a question."
"Better not," cried a voice,
"you'll only get a fool answer."
"What is the technical name of
snoring?"
"Sheet music."

Purpose is resolve, intention,
aim. Have you a purpose? Are
you merely going to school, day
after day, exerting no more energy
today than you did yesterday? Is
your aim the day's mark for recitations — no more? Do you not
plan for the future day?
Life has no real meaning until
you have .a fixed purpose.
A man can have no dependable
energy until he has the power of
purpose. Neither can he direct
worthy energy without a purpose.
Purpose is in line with progress.
Absence of purpose is blind speculation, a random shot, a leap in the
dark. Haphazard humans have no
purpose, they are merely on their
way — just on their way.
Purpose gives a new interest. a
new impulse and a new intent in
life. Purpose is the strong right
arm of success. The most dreaded
fellow that one can meet is the
man we call a derelict — he has
no purpose.
Unless you have a pre-arranged
plan, you are quite sure to make a
flacid fizzle, a fluke. Some people
win on a fluke, then they fluke
again and it's all off.
Life today offers unlimited opportunities for those with special
effort—unmeasured possibilities for
the person of purpose.
Throw away all benumbing
doubts, all anesthetic agencies that
paralyze purpose.
Get some keen, vivid, lively idea
and carry it out to a successful issue.
Today is a new chariot of time's
possibilities, an airplane of the
modern age and its modern probabilities.
Have you a purpose? If not,
get one and stick to it!

We also find that many of the
Mendelssohn members have returned and are to carry on the work
throughout the summer.
It is a well-known fact that this
summer will he a most successful
one. Welcome home all T. C. ers.

KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge comes, but widsom .
lingers.
We learn many things but as
we never think about them they
are useless. It is the thinking about
what we learn that turns knowledge
into wisdom.
Millions and millions of dollars
are spent that young people may
get an education which in most
cases means getting knowledge.
We may say, "Knowledge is power." But it isn't. It only helps to
power when it is rightly used.
We study that we may be better
and happier. A knowledge of reading enables us to get the wonderful
thoughts of the wise and good.
The same might be said of other
subjects of study.
The true reason for study is that
we may know more in order to
live better, to know what is true
and what is false, what is right and
what is wrong, and it is that knowledge that is the priceless gift.
Knowledge is a fountain of life
to him who possesses it.

IN YOUR SPARE MOMENTS
READ
The Revolt of the Desert — Lawrence.
Sanctuary and Sanctuary — Dallas
Lore Sharp.
Counter Currents — Agnes Repplier.
Story of Philosophy — Will Durant.
Giants of the Earth — Rolvag.
Uncle Joe's Cannon — L. White
Busby.
My Musical Life — Walter Damrosch.
Catherine the Great — K. Anthony.
By the City of Long Sand — Hobart.
A Daughter of the Samurai— Sugimoto.
Nineteen Modern Essays — Galsworthy and Others.
Royal Road to Romance — Richard Halliburton.
My Lady of the Chinese Courtyard — Cooper.
East of the Sun and West of the
Moon — Theodore Roosevelt.
Caravans and Cannibals — Mary
Hastings Bradly.
Jungle Peace — William Beebe.
A Childhood in Brittany Eighty
Years Ago — Sedgwick.

WOMEN'S ATHLETICS

Women's athletics of W.S.T.C.
rested for ten days between term
and awoke with a bang on Monday,
June 18. With the help of Mrs.
Glen E. Galligan, the summer session is bound to be an active one
for the women of the college. The
word "fore" is keeping its popularity. A tennis tournament has
already been started, in which, ten
girls have entered. In addition to
golf and tennis, two swimming
classes — one for beginners and one
for more advanced swimmers —
are held twice a week at the "Y"
pool.
During Miss Myer's vacation,
Miss Florence Jermstad is playing
the organ for our chapel exercises.
Miss Sudie Williams, supervisor
of music at Dallas, Texas, was a
guest of this school on Thursday,
July 5. She gave an illustrated
talk on music appreciation.

I could go on telling you all
Boy (to his father) — Dad, can
jokes forever, but what's the use?
you sign your name with your eyes
You would only laugh at them.
shut.
• Dad — Certainly.
Boy — Well then, shut your eyes
Ike — I want some powder.
and sign my report card.
Druggist — Mennen's?
Ike — No, vimmen's.
Druggist — Scented?
Pastor — This morning I will
Ike — No, I will take it mit me. have for my topic "The Great
Food of Genesie".
Prominent Member of CongreIf you don't like jokes,
gation
(arising) — I've an engageAnd their dryness makes you
ment to play golf, so I can't stay,
groan
but I'll head the subscription list
Just stroll around occasionally
with $1,000 to relieve the suffering
With some good ones of your
Geneseians.
own.
"I'm taking my girl to the gallery this afternoon."
I suppose she is painted, but
why hang her for it?

Have you ever been in love?
That's my business.
Well, how's business?
"If we want light we must conquer darkness."

"Now I've got you in my grip,"
"The greatest of faults, I should
hissed the villian, shoving his tooth
say, is to be conscious of none."
paste into his valise.

Hi! Gang!

Keep Your Shoes Shined

MEET ME AT

The Collegiate Lunch
MEALS — LUNCHES
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Pleasing You Means
Success for Us.

"Original Dies" for all your
College Jewelry at

The Stager yewelry Store

Star Shoe Shining
Parlors
WE CATER TO STUDENT
TRADE
160 Main St.

Phone 1919-L

LUNCHES

DRINKS

Meet at the

Corner 3rd and Main

Campus
Sweet Shoppe

A. A. ROCKOW
BARBER SHOP
157 Main St.

Ask the students—
That's where they all go.

Specializing in
Ladies' and Men's Hair Cutting

First to gel reports on the games

THE STUDENT BARBER SHOP

CANDY

ICE CREAM

Cleaners Dyers and Hatters
119 EAST THIRD ST.

PHONE 175

THE WINONAN
Freshman — Say
it's raining.
Senior (impatiently) — Well, let
it rain.
Freshie (timidly) — I was going
to, Mister.

ONCE UPON A TIME
1. Once upon a time there was
a teacher who said, "Sing pretty
like this".
2. Once upon a time there was
a teacher who said, "We're happy!
We're happy!!"
3. Once upon a time there was
a teacher who said, "Let us take
note of this".
4. Once upon a time there was
a teacher who said, "There's no
place like the North woods."
5. Once upon a time there was a
teacher who said, "Our next tennis
tournament — "
6. Once upon a time there was a
teacher who said, "This is your
teaching assignment".
7. Once upon a time there was
a teacher who said, " — using the
slang phrase — ?"
8. Once upon a time there was a
teacher who said, "I'm sure we
will all have a lovely time".
9. Once upon a time there was a
teacher who said, "Of course, I
can't predict anything at present".
10. Once upon a time there was
a teacher who said. "That's not
good enough. You'll never get
your certificate with that!"
11. Once upon a time there was
a school full of teachers who said,
"Take this for tomorrow's assignment".

WHERE DID I HEAR THIS?

Gay-Rage Man — Yes sir. A
"Before you leave this class you Christmas wreath, a life-saver, an
must know how to teach poetry". air cushion and a doughnut. Which
shall it be.
"You never saw two more inLife is real, life is earnest,
teresting animals than my cats."
We must strive to do the best
"Brevity is the soul of wit. Your And, departing, leave behind us,
Notebooks that will help the
examination papers are not marked
rest.
on weight."

T. C. STUDENTS
"As I said before, this is a course
Gus. — Why are you angry at
in which you are going to get out
the doctor?
of it just what you put in."
Edwardson — When I told him
"If a hen and a half lays an egg I was awfully tired, he asked to
and a half in a day and a half, how look at my tongue.
many pancakes will it take to
Mr. M. — A ripe old age is
shingle a dog house?"
nothing to brag about. Consider
"Fill out the blanks for gradua- the tomato.
tion this week."
M. B. — Give me an Indian
"See that the pupils are engaged special.
Clerk — What's that?
in some purposeful activity."
M. B. — Bow tie and arrow
collar.
"Where is thinking?"

"Busy?"
"No."
"You busy?"
"No."
"Well, let's go to the class."

P. H. — Spring has come.
"Now, isn't that a worthy interE. M. — Why?
est? — out under the sunshine,
P. H. — iNly Scotch landlady
away off over the curve of the
just threw out her Christmas tree.
earth. Let us consider it".
Freshman (excitedly) — Hello,
"We have now run five minutes
over time. We will make that up I'd like to know where I can get
hold of Miss Mallory.
to-morrow."
Senior — I don't know. She is
"What did the hero do next? awfully ticklish.
Please. Review the story for us,
E. R. — A bought a dog for five
please. Who wrote our text?
dollars, then sold him. How did
Please."
he lose?
H. H. — What did he sell him
"If a person does not have those
for?
qualities he is not educated."
E. R. — Chewing the piano leg.

HERE AND THERE
In Geography — "This concludes the topic of lumber. Now,
class, turn to clay."
In the library — "Please give
me a copy of Jones and Kroeger."
Laughlin — Do you mean to say
that every one failed in that Economics test?
Rupp — Oh no, only those who
take Economics.

Freshman after leaving Mr.
Munson's class — I know where
my liver is, but where's my bacon?
-

.

H. B. — Do you sing soprano?
A. H. — Yes. How does the first
verse start?

J. L. telegraphed home last week
as follows:
"No mon,
No fun,
Your son".
And then we find the absent
He received the following anminded professor who gave his swer:
finger nails an examination and cut
"To bad!
his class.
How sad!
Your dad".
Teacher — Abie, can you use the
word "disease" in a sentence?
Abie — Papa wanted to know
who vass talking on de phone, and
I said "Disease Abie, Papa".

Mr. Boots (on registration day)
— Are you an English student?
Freshman — No, Irish.
Priewert — Do you want this
picture large or small?
One of our T. C. boys (we musn't
Hubert — Small.
say
who) — I'll take six of those
Priewert — Good. Now, close
cards that say "You're the only
your mouth.
one I love.'
Florence Jermstad — You are
First T. C. Dumb-bell — What
too conceited about your beauty.
Cyril A. — Why not at all, I are you doing with broken glass in
don't think I am half as good look- your pipe?
Second T. C. Dumb-bell — Mr.
ing as I am.
Scarborough told me if I smoked
glass I could see the eclipse and I
M. M. — Do you like "Lamb's can't even make it light.
Tales."
M. S. — I never ate any.
B. S. (on a shopping tour down
M. M. — I mean read "Lamb's
town) — I'd like to look at some
Tales."
M. S. — I never ate any red lynx fur.
Clerk — Lynx! lynx! I don't
lambs tails either.
understand
B. S. — Oh, you must have them.
Mr. Owens — Next to a beauti- This is a chain store, isn't it?
ful girl what do you consider the
most interesting thing in the world?
The rumble seat isn't new. Many
Art Johlfs — When I am next to
a beautiful girl I am not worrying a farmer has ridden the old spring
wagon seat for years.
about statistics.

H. — My engine is missing.
S. — Well, don't sit there; go
back and look for it.
H. by use of an anecdote (story of
specific example) make the following story concrete — "Look before
Fond mother to friend — Yes, you leap."
Johnny is taking both Frenchie and
C. — Don't jump off an aeroAlgebra. Johnny tell the lady how plane on a concrete pavement.
to say "Good morning" in Algebra.
Student taking the roll in chapel
"Do you know, our minister is — "Is everyone here? If not, get
just wonderful? He brings "home up and say so."
to you things you never saw beHeard in history class — Many
fore."
"That's nothing. We have a of the Crusaders lost their lives and
laundry that does the same thing." didn't come back.
Isn't that peculiar.

The Broken Spell
It was the most trying moment
of her life. Her brother held-up by
bandits, her sweetheart poisoned
from wood alcohol and her aged
father dying slowly, surely from
the whooping cough. Ah! surely
her cup of woe was full. Her life
one long period of sorrow.
She would go to the haunted
house — the house of bleak deserted aspect — of gloomy dismal
structure. The house of sheeted
figures, gibbering voices and cold
slimy touch. She would go there
and end it all.
The way was long and black.
Owls screeched out their warning
as she went on. Terrifying sounds
reached her ear. Long, clammy
fingers clutched her by the wrists
and pulled her on.
The door was opened by a black
garbed figure whose metallic touch
froze her blood. Mocking whispers,
discordant laughter urged her on.
Clutching, grasping hands slid from
the crevices of the crumbling walls.
What is that behind creeping —
creeping — creeping? She is all
unaware of its presence as it comes
closer, closer. It will reach her
soon. The bloodless lips move without a sound. Closer, closer it
comes — one inch onward — two
steps — one — .
"Watch out!" yelled a distracted
movie fan, and the crowded theatre
re-echoed with laughter.

It still poured and uncle Harry
started out to feed the cows with
an umbrella.
These lines were written nearly
fifty years ago by one who has for
several years lain in his grave for
his own amusement.

A Po em
-

I never saw a purple cow;
I never hope to see one,
But I can tell you anyhow,
I'd rather see than be one.
What are you looking at?
Oh nothing — You I guess.
What they say to their teachers:.
Freshman — Huh?
Sophomores — What?
Juniors — I beg your pardon.
Seniors — I did not comprehend
the nature of your inquiry.
An Irishman very nearsighted,
who was about to fight a duel, insisted that he should stand six
paces nearer his opponent than the
other stood to him.

PRIEWERT STUDIO
69 East Fourth Street

The Student Photo Shop
Special Prices to Students

12 Application Photos $1.00

Friendship's Perfect Gift
Your ?Photograph
Those whom you would compliment most on a gift occasion
will appreciate your Photograph best —especially if you
have it made here.

LINDSAY STUDIO
Photographs Live Forever

CLOTHES
Ready-made
And Cut to Order

ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY
STYLES. TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL
CHARTS SOLELY FOR DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

TRY

The College Inn
Mr. D. M. Sweeney, Prop.

Noon Day Lunches
School Supplies
Picnic Lunches

Suits

Ma, $45, $50

Overcoats

Fun for Everyone
Phone 386-J

Opp. Morey Hall

Dearly

Camels Hair
Coat
$165

Bearly
Camels Hair
Coat
$165
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Soph. — My girl goes only with
Registrar — What is your name?
one party.
Student — Mary Anne Howe.
Fresh. — Which party, the DemRegistrar — None of your nonsense young lady, this is purely ocratic or the Republican?
business.
Mrs. Cassidy —`Did your roomArt Keely who just had a blow- mate help you with this?
out — I say there, have you anyW. Johnson — No, I got it all
wrong myself.
thing in the shape of Ford tires?
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Charter House Clothes are sold in Winona only this store.
69-71 E. Third St
Phone 772

